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The Comic Galaxy of Mystery Science Theater 3000
For Step Fletcher, his pregnant wife DeAnne, and their three children, the move to tiny Steuben, North Carolina, offers new
hope and a new beginning. But from the first, eight-year-old Stevie's life there is an unending parade of misery and
disaster. Cruelly ostracized at his school, Stevie retreats further and further into himself -- and into a strange computer
game and a group of imaginary friends. But there is something eerie about his loyal, invisible new playmates: each shares
the name of a child who has recently vanished from the sleepy Southern town. And terror grows for Step and DeAnne as the
truth slowly unfolds. For their son has found something savagely evil and it's coming for Stevie next.

The Sky-Crasher
The New York Times and USA Today bestselling series While the Hell Divers cross an ocean to battle the machines, an old
flesh-and-blood threat returns to the islands. The mission to Rio de Janeiro ended in victory, but it came at a dire cost,
killing most of those who set out to rescue the stranded survivors. Even worse, the skinwalkers’ leader, Horn, escaped with
his demonic crew and is coming to take the throne. Back at the Vanguard Islands, King Xavier Rodriguez has been severely
injured in another battle to protect the kingdom. Now an infection threatens to kill the one man who can keep the peace. As
he fights for survival, new intel from Rio de Janeiro gives humanity hope of destroying the biggest threat of all: the
machines—if the machines don’t find the Vanguard Islands first.

Fortune of Fear
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From the best-selling author of "Animorphs" and "Everworld" comes a dark and powerful new series that begins in 2011
when the Earth is about to be destroyed. In a desperate attempt to survive, a handful of people aboard a revamped space
shuttle are placed into suspended animation. Light years from home and all alone some 500 years later, they awake to find
that the very future of the human race is in their hands.

The Mayflower Project
Gris continues his quest to kill Heller and Countess Krak.

The Dark Between the Stars
Zed was an Exterminator, one of the select group given guns and allowed to ride out among the Brutals, slaying as he
pleased, raping and breeding with their women, and carrying out the will of the great god Zardoz. Rebellion was madness -yet this madness rose in Zed the Exterminator as he stood alone against the Godhead.

A Very Strange Trip
A desperate boy escapes his abusive home by joining a carnival and is drawn into a dark conspiracy in this tale by “a
master storyteller” (Kurt Vonnegut). Though only eight years old, little Horton “Horty” Bluett has known a lifetime of
sadness. Tormented and abused by his adoptive family, he’s had enough—and with a beloved broken toy he calls “Junky”
as his sole companion, the desperate little boy runs away to join a carnival. There, among the fortune tellers, fire-eaters,
sideshow freaks, and assorted “strange people,” Horty hopes to find acceptance and, at long last, a real home. But
disgraced doctor Pierre “Maneater” Monetre’s traveling show is no ordinary entertainment, and its performers are not what
they appear to be. The Maneater has sinister plans for the world that go far beyond fleecing unsuspecting rubes and other
easy marks—a dark and terrible scheme that requires unleashing the extraterrestrial power of the dreaming jewels, and the
unwitting assistance of a young boy who may be far more remarkable than he’s ever imagined. The full-length debut by
Theodore Sturgeon, a legendary writer who won Nebula and Hugo Awards and authored such classics as More Than Human,
this journey into a circus of shadows is “an intensely written and very moving novel of love and retribution” (The
Washington Star). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Theodore Sturgeon including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the author’s estate, among
other sources.

Zardoz
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Do you think of Canada as that “nice” country with free health care, majestic woodlands, and polite people? Think again.
The CANADALAND Guide to Canada (Published in America) is an outrageous exposé of Canada’s secrets, scandals, and
occasional awkward lapses in proper etiquette. Inside, you’ll find illustrations, maps, quizzes, and charts that answer the
most pressing questions about Canadian history, politics, and culture, such as: -Canadian cuisine and sexuality: Do they
exist? -What does “sorry” actually mean? -Justin Bieber, Rob Ford, Malcolm Gladwell: Why? -What is Québec? -Should I f***
the prime minister? This absurd guide digs up everything from buried rage to buried oil, uncovering Canada’s bizarre
history and shocking present. One thing is certain: you’ll never look at a Canadian the same way again.

Yukon Madness
NEW STORIES SET IN MICHAEL Z. WILLIAMSON'S FREEHOLD SERIES WARRIORS AND SOLDIERS TIED TOGETHER
THROUGHOUT TIME AND SPACE. From the distant past to the far future, those who carry the sword rack up commendations
for bravery. They are men and women who, like the swords they carry, have been forged in blood. These are their stories.
In medieval Japan, a surly ronin is called upon to defend a village against a thieving tax collector who soon finds out it's not
wise to anger an old, tired man. In the ugliest fighting in the Pacific Theater, an American sergeant and a Japanese
lieutenant must face each other, and themselves. A former US Marine chooses sides with outnumbered Indonesian refugees
against an invading army from Java. When her lover is stolen by death, a sergeant fighting on a far-flung world vows
vengeance that will become legendary. And, when a planet fragments in violent chaos, seven Freeholders volunteer to help
protect another nation's embassy against a horde. Featuring all-new stories by Michael Z. Williamson, Larry Correia, Tom
Kratman, Tony Daniel, Micahel Massa, Peter Grant, John F. Holmes, and many more. Contributors: Zachary Hill Larry Correia
Michael Massa John F. Holmes Rob Reed Dale Flowers Tom Kratman Leo Champion Peter Grant Christopher L. Smith Jason
Cordova Tony Daniel Kacey Ezell Michael Z. Williamson At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management). About Michael Z. Williamson: “A fast-paced, compulsive read . . . will appeal to fans of John Ringo,
David Drake, Lois McMaster Bujold, and David Weber.”—Kliatt “Williamson's military expertise is impressive.”—SF Reviews
Novels of Michael Z. Williamson's Freehold Universe: Freehold series Freehold The Weapon The Rogue Contact with Chaos
Angeleyes Freehold: Forged in Blood Ripple Creek series Better to Beg Forgiveness . . . Do Unto Others . . . When Diplomacy
Fails . . . Standalone A Long Time Until Now

The High Council
For fans of Red Rising,Starship Troopers, and Ender's Gamecomes an explosive, epic science fiction debutWe never saw
them coming.a Entire cities disappeared in the blink of an eye, leaving nothing but dust and rubble. When an alien race
came to make Earth theirs, they brought with them a weapon we had no way to fight, a universe-altering force known as
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thelemity. It seemed nothing could stop it-until we discovered we could wield the power too. Five hundred years later, the
Earth is locked in a grinding war of attrition. The talented few capable of bending thelemity to their will are trained in elite
military academies, destined for the front lines. Those who refused to support the war have been exiled to the wilds of a
ruined Earth. But the enemy's tactics are changing, and Earth's defenders are about to discover this centuries-old war has
only just begun. As a terrible new onslaught looms, heroes will rise from unlikely quarters, and fight back.

Ninth City Burning
A hero born of cybernetic experimentation Incarnate Number Seven, a cybernetically enhanced young woman with no
memories and only a basic operating system, awakens to a devastated world painted in blood, desperation, and genocide.
Guided only by a moody artificial intelligence program and scattered digital memories into the past, Seven must traverse
the perilous Gateway region, fighting past its savage inhabitants and monsters to learn who she was and what happened to
her world. Maybe, if she's lucky, she'll even save what's left of humanity in the process

Lost Boys
At the end of BLOOD RIVER Clearwater is in trouble on board the wagon-train while Cadillac heads West. Caught up in
double treachery Roz and Steve together pretend loyalty to the Federation. While Mutes mount a dranmatic raid on the
train, Mr Snow is worrying about the whereabouts of Steve, Cadillac and Clearwater and decides to seek them out at the
trading post. An elaborate plot sees Steve joining Cadillac to destroy the strongest Mute clan. Meanwhile the Iron Masters
are determined to settle their score with the Mutes and increase their landholding. Having convened a meeting with the
Summoners, Mr Snow raises a tidal wave and aborts the iron master' plan; sweeping their boats inland and breaking up the
battle. Though Steve feaars for Clearwater's safety and appeals to Mr Snoe to intervene, the answer in severe. Steve and
Clearwater must go back and face their destiny.

Mad World
There are all kinds of crazy, but there’s only one Yukon Madness. And Royal Mountie Tommy McKenna has seen first-hand
the terror that follows in its wake his partner murdered and fed to a pack of wolves. But that’s only a taste of the horrors to
come. Bent on revenge, McKenna sets out to find the madman himself—a monster who goes by the name Itauk. He quickly
finds, however, that there’s only one way to get to the beast—through the man’s raven-haired beauty of a girlfriend, Raja.
But whose side is Raja on? Can McKenna win her over? Or will he too end up dead meat? The bait has been cast, the scent
has been taken, and the trap has been set. The only question is, who is the predator and who is the prey? Also includes the
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adventures “The Cossack,” which takes place in revolutionary Russia and explores the high price one man pays for refusing
to kiss a Duchess; and “The Small Boss of Nunaloha,” the exotic story of a man who may be short, but who stands tall when
it comes to defending his turf—an island in the Pacific.

The Canadaland Guide to Canada
Take One. Action! Uncle John's Plunges into Hollywood uncovers Tinseltown's best-kept secrets--from murder mysteries
Hollywood style to leading lady rivalries. Hooray for Hollywood! Uncle John takes on Tinseltown in this fascinating look at
the movies and the people who make them. Come for the trials, tribulations, and trivia! Stay for the mysteries, magic, and
mayhem! You’ll go behind the scenes for the sordid scandals, biggest bombs, greatest triumphs, and the unsung heroes
who make it all come together. Featuring quotes, puzzles, quizzes, and Uncle John’s famous “running feet” facts at the
bottom of every page, this book will give you a new appreciation for the Silver Screen (and you’ll know exactly what a
gaffer and best boy do). What else is in here? Check out these previews! * Bad boys on location * The origin of Variety * The
biggest cult movie of all time * The “Blond Bombshell Murder Mystery” * How Ray Harryhausen brought fantasies to life *
Wretched reviews (for what are now considered great films) * The strange Pink Floyd and Wizard of Oz connection * The
“Taglines of Terror” quiz * Bathrooms on the big screen * Unfortunate remakes * Haunted Hollywood And much, much
more!

The Aria of Galvanize
One of the most original shows in the history of television, Mystery Science Theater 3000 is a beloved cult hit built on the
back of another cult phenomenon: the bad movie. The show’s premise involved a man and some robots watching cheesy
movies and cracking jokes. Over its 197 episodes, MST3K developed a passionate fan base that took it from a local UHF
show in Hopkins, Minnesota, to a major motion picture. This is the story of MST3K from the beginning to the end. Twelve of
the episodes are covered, giving an in-depth look at the show, its ethos and its comedic style. The films screened in these
episodes are discussed critically, as are the episodes themselves.

Alien Agenda
Humanity rises to meet a powerful alien threat, in this extraordinary sequel to Peter F. Hamilton’s Salvation. Salvation Lost
is the second stunning novel in the Salvation Sequence, from ‘the owner of the most powerful imagination in science fiction’
– Ken Follett. Fight together - or die alone . . . In the twenty-third century, humanity is enjoying a comparative utopia. Yet
life on Earth is about to change, forever. Feriton Kane’s investigative team has discovered the worst threat ever to face
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mankind – and we’ve almost no time to fight back. The supposedly benign Olyix plan to harvest humanity, in order to carry
us to their god at the end of the universe. And as their agents conclude schemes down on earth, vast warships converge
above to gather this cargo. Some factions push for humanity to flee, to live in hiding amongst the stars – although only a
chosen few would make it out in time. But others refuse to break before the storm. As disaster looms, animosities must be
set aside to focus on just one goal: wiping this enemy from the face of creation. Even if it means preparing for a future this
generation will never see. Salvation Lost is the second book in the Salvation Sequence by Peter F. Hamilton 'A twisty and
hugely satisfying SF thriller' – Alastair Reynolds on Salvation 'Startlingly fresh, vigorous and original' – Stephen Baxter on
Salvation

To the Stars
"Dawdler." "Layabout." "Shit-heel." "Loser." For as long as mankind has had to work for a living, which is to say ever since
the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden, people who work have disparaged those who prefer not to. Mark
Kingwell's introductory essay offers a playful defence of the idler as homo superior, while Joshua Glenn's glossary playfully
explores the etymology and history of hundreds of idler-specific terms and phrases, while offering both a corrective to
popular misconceptions about idling and a foundation for a new mode of thinking about working and not working. The
Idler's Glossary is destined to become The Devil's Dictionary for the idling classes, necessary reading for any and all who
wish to introduce more truly "free" time into their daily lives.

An Ethical Guidebook to the Zombie Apocalypse
When your base camp is overrun by zombies, whom do you save if you cannot save everyone? Is it permissible to sacrifice
one survivor to an undead horde in order to save a greater number of the living? Do you have obligations to loved ones who
have turned? These are some of the troubling ethical questions you might face in a zombie apocalypse. Bryan Hall uses
situations like these to creatively introduce the foundational theories of moral philosophy. Covering major thinkers such as
Aristotle, Immanuel Kant, and John Stuart Mill, this is an introduction to Ethics like no other: a practical guidebook for
surviving a zombie outbreak with your humanity intact. It shows you why moral reasoning matters as long as you still walk
among the living. The book is written entirely from the perspective of someone struggling to survive in a world overrun by
the undead. Each chapter begins with graphic art and a “field exercise” that uses a story from this world to illustrate an
ethical problem. By considering moral controversies through the unfamiliar context of a zombie apocalypse, the morally
irrelevant factors that get in the way of resolving these controversies are removed and you can better answer questions
such as: · Do we have a moral obligation to help those less fortunate than ourselves? · Is it ever morally permissible to
intentionally kill an innocent person? · Are non-rational but sentient beings morally considerable? Equipped with further
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reading sections and overviews of the theories that you would usually cover in an introductory Ethics course, this one-of-akind primer critically evaluates different procedures for moral action that you can use not only to survive but flourish in an
undead world.

Black Genesis
A land ravaged by war without end. Cities gutted by weapons of mass destruction. Countries laid waste by biological
warfare. Governments ruined by greed, violence, and corruption. This is a world in the throes of economic decay and at the
mercy of terrorists. This is Asia. This is Europe. This is America. This is Final Blackout. Across this devastated, postapocalyptic landscape marches one extraordinary soldier and his band of brothers. He is the Lieutenant, a hardened
military strategist and a charismatic leader of men. The narrow-minded high command may have relieved the Lieutenant of
duty, but not of his honor—and his crack unit of warriors remains fiercely loyal to him. Now, in a time of deception,
desperation, and betrayal, they are headed into the ultimate battle against the ultimate enemy—their own treacherous
leaders. But for the Lieutenant, a hero at the crossroads of history, it is time to do what is best for his country and for his
men—to undertake one last act of courage and sacrifice the Final Blackout. “As perfect a piece of science fiction as has ever
been written.” —Robert A. Heinlein “Compelling riveting Hubbard’s best.” —Publishers Weekly

The Idler's Glossary
One of America’s most beloved storytellers, Louis L’Amour’s vibrant tales of adventure bring the American West to life.
Now, in this sixth volume of collected short stories, L’Amour takes us beyond the frontier with thirty-three gripping stories of
crime, sports, and the murky world where the two often meet. From suspenseful whodunits to rueful tales of fortunes
gained and lost, this remarkable collection will enthrall and entertain L’Amour fans old and new. Traversing a vivid
landscape, from sunblasted hills and canyons to the nighttime streets of America’s greatest cities, some of Louis L’Amour’s
most compelling fiction was set in his own time—whether in the naked electric glare of boxing rings where men go head-tohead with their dreams and demons in an underworld rife with corruption, or along freight docks where laborers toil to earn
just enough to get by, or in the penthouses of the rich and arrogant who calculate the odds of how to get even more. Here
are tales of innocents caught in the schemes of criminals, detectives hunting down truths that hide more lies, gamblers and
beauties, wiseguys and cops. Here is a world populated by the kinds of people who risk their lives to right a wrong, make a
buck, or save a friend. A war veteran makes a journey to visit the man who saved his life in Korea. Instead he uncovers a
killing and finds his own heroic cause…. Confronted with an easy chance to steal, an honest man gives in to
temptation—and finds himself ensnared in a web of blackmail and violence…. An elderly Hawaiian seafarer is found dead
with a hand-carved figure beside his body. Unraveling his murder will mean solving the mystery of a shipwreck—and of the
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forces that drive some to take fatal chances and others to kill. Brimming with thought-provoking characters and
situations—from a man who awakens from unconsciousness to find a fortune in a burning house to a man who meets a
killer who is supposed to be dead in a seedy diner—these thrilling, atmospheric stories course with authenticity and bear
the mark of a timeless master.

The Invaders Plan
The great Calculor of Libris was forced to watch as Overmayor Zarvora had four of its components lined up against a wall
and shot for negligence. Thereafter, its calculations were free from errors, and that was just as well-for only this strangest
of calculating machines and its two thousand enslaved components could save the world from a new ice age. And all the
while a faint mirrorsun hangs in the night sky, warning of the cold to come. In Sean McMullen's glittering, dynamic, and
exotic world two millennia from now, there is no more electricity, wind engines are leading-edge technology, librarians fight
duels to settle disputes, steam power is banned by every major religion, and a mysterious siren "Call" lures people to their
death. Nevertheless, the brilliant and ruthless Zarvora intends to start a war in space against inconceivably ancient nuclear
battle stations. Unbeknownst to Zarvora, however, the greatest threat to humanity is neither a machine nor a force but her
demented and implacable enemy Lemorel, who has resurrected an obscene and evil concept from the distant past: Total
War. Souls in the Great Machine is the first volume of Sean McMullen's brilliant future history of the world of Greatwinter. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Hell Divers VII: Warriors
Riveting, superbly plotted intrigue. A new style of Science Fiction epic, rooted in the clandestine worlds of intelligence, drug
smuggling and crime. With all of the suspense elements of the fast - paced spy/mystery thriller. Exotically spiced with a
liberal dash of humor and a hint of sex. Volume 1 of the biggest Science Fiction dekology ever written - Mission Earth. ''"A
thriller packed with lust, laughs, adventure and murderous intrigue.''" - Literary Guild This edition is in two volumes. The
second volume ISBN is 9781459659841.

Scion of Conquered Earth
David Valentine is revered as a hero for his part in fighting to regain Earth's freedom. When a former Quisling traitor is
badly wounded, he asks Valentine to find his wife, who has vanished into the darkness of the Kurian Order. With the help of
old friends and new allies, Valentine traces her to a mysterious, heavily guarded compound in Ohio. And what Valentine
finds within will shake his sanity to its very core.
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Supernova Era
From science fiction legend Cixin Liu, the New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of The Three-Body Problem,
comes a vision of the future that reads like Lord of the Flies on a global scale in Supernova Era. In those days, Earth was a
planet in space. In those days, Beijing was a city on Earth. On this night, history as known to humanity came to an end.
Eight light years away, a star has died, creating a supernova event that showers Earth in deadly levels of radiation. Within a
year, everyone over the age of thirteen will die. And so the countdown begins. Parents apprentice their children and try to
pass on the knowledge needed to keep the world running. But when the world is theirs, the last generation may not want to
continue the legacy left to them. And in shaping the future however they want, will the children usher in an era of bright
beginnings or final mistakes? "This audacious and ultimately optimistic early work will give Liu's English-reading fans a
glimpse at his evolution as a writer and give any speculative fiction reader food for deep thought." -- Shelf Awareness At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Wind-Gone-Mad
The truth begins here Author and award-winning Journalist Jim Marrs has uncovered compelling new evidence regarding
extraterrestrials-that alien life forms have not only visited our planet in the past, but are among us right now. Drawing on
numerous eyewitness accounts, highly classified CIA reports, and his own meticulous research, Marrs marshals an
impressive array of facts to confirm the reality of UFOs--as well as the depth of the government campaign to keep America
in the dark. Here is information unavailable in any other single source, including: Intriguing insights into the 1947 Roswell
crash and the U.S. military's efforts to suppress all public inquiries Detailed accounts of UFO landing sites in South America
and of abductions in the U.S. Vivid descriptions of UFOs by Apollo astronauts-in their own words Tantalizing clues to the
alien timetable for revealing their plans here And much more!

The Sci-Fi Movie Guide
Tension is high at the Royal Institute of Magic, as the Directors of each of the Departments - Spellswords, Wardens, Traders,
Scholars and Diplomats - work together with their allies to push back the dark elf invasion, led by King Suktar. But Ben
Greenwood knows the truth: the only real way they are going to win is if he and the Guardians do the unthinkable and
infiltrate the heart of the dark elf homeland - ending the evil king's rule once and for all. As if that wasn't enough, a new
power has come into play. Queen Elizabeth was aware of it all those years ago, and she predicted it would continue to
influence their mission to the bitter end: the High Council. As if that wasn't enough, a new power has come into play. Queen
Elizabeth was aware of it all those years ago, and she predicted it would continue to influence their mission to the bitter
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end: the High Council.

Salvation Lost: Salvation Sequence Book 2
Alien assassin Soltan Gris will stop at nothing to destroy Royal Officer Jettero Heller and sabotage his mission to stop Earth
from drowning in its own environmental pollution. But Gris encounters some serious problems when he's forced to play
husband to two wives and keep up with a teenage nymphomaniac. To add to his troubles, Heller has unearthed the longlost son of Delber John Rockecenter on a pig farm!

Final Blackout
If you liked Dune, Atlantis Gene and Star Wars—you will love the book Battlefield Earth! In the year A.D. 3000, Earth is a
dystopian wasteland, plundered of its natural resources by alien conquerors known as Psychlos. Fewer than thirty-five
thousand humans survive in a handful of communities scattered across the face of a post-apocalyptic Earth. From the ashes
of humanity rises a young hero, Jonnie Goodboy Tyler. Setting off on an initial quest to discover a hidden evil, Jonnie unlocks
the mystery of humanity’s demise and unearths a crucial weakness in their oppressors. Spreading the seeds of revolt,
Jonnie and a small band of survivors pit their quest for freedom in an all-out rebellion that erupts across the continents of
Earth and the cosmic sprawl of the Psychlo empire. For the fate of the Galaxy lies on the Battlefield of Earth. “Over 1,000
pages of thrills, spills, vicious aliens and noble humans. I found Battlefield Earth un-put-downable.” —Neil Gaiman
“Battlefield Earth is a terrific story! The carefully underplayed comedy I found it delicious. A masterpiece.” —Robert A.
Heinlein “Pulse-pounding mile-a-minute sci-fi action adventure that does not stop. It is a masterpiece of popular adventure
science fiction.” —Brandon Sanderson “Space opera that hits the right notes. It's provocative, exhilarating and genuinely
enjoyable.” —SCIFI.COM “Like the Harry Potter series, itʼs got concepts like good vs. evil, the noble savage and the heroʼs
journey—and people go crazy over it!” —Dr. David Powers, Educator Awards and Accolades: Top 100 science fiction books
Top three of the best 100 English language novels of the 20th century by the Random House Modern Library Readers Poll
US Golden Scroll and Saturn Awards Tetradramma d'Oro Award Gutenberg Award Read the novel that changed the shape of
science fiction * Over 4,000,000 copies sold * Translated in 25 languages * 21st Century edition with expanded content:
author's never-before-published handwritten notes & an exclusive author interview An engaging read for STEM learning The
imaginative diversity of the novel's characters and alien races, its military artifacts and striking technologies and
mathematics make it the perfect motivation for STEM learning. “Want to get your kid excited about STEM? Battlefield Earth
will give you the talking points, in fact, theyʼll already be talking about it.” —S.G. Educator Accelerated Reader level 5.8,
students earn 62 points Lexile 780 Discussion guide available for book clubs and educators.
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Death-bringer
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing
bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the
invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England,
the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first
fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in
1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.

Forged in Blood
“Space is deep, Man is small and Time is his relentless enemy.” How far is too far? Alan Corday is about to find out. Corday
is shanghaied aboard a craft bound for the stars on a journey at the speed of light, the world he leaves behind fast
vanishing into the past. And nothing in the dark, forbidding reaches of space can prepare him for the astounding discovery
he will make upon his return from the stars. “This is indeed golden SF from the Golden Age.” —Publishers Weekly Starred
Review

Souls in the Great Machine
THE OVERWHELMINGLY POPULAR #1 BESTSELLER!!!****ONE OF THE HIGHEST-RATED MILITARY SCI-FI NOVELS ON
AMAZON!!***PARASITE PUBLICATIONS ~ Character Sci-FiThe Legend of ZERO begins the epic journey of 14-year-old Joe
Dobbs in a post-apocalyptic universe following a massive alien invasion of Earth. The oldest of the children drafted from
humanity's devastated planet, Joe is impressed into service by the alien Congressional Ground Force-and becomes the
unwitting centerpiece in a millennia-long alien struggle for independence. Once his training begins, one of the elusive and
prophetic Trith appears to give Joe a spine chilling prophecy that the universe has been anticipating for millions of years:
Joe will be the one to finally shatter the vast alien government known as Congress. And the Trith cannot lie.But first Joe has
to make it through bootcamp.

The Dreaming Jewels
Battlefield Earth
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**Sequel to Ambush-Award-Winning Apocalyptic Thriller** It's 2016. Jake and Sandy saved the world twice! But That Was
Yesterday. Independence Day meets The X-Files when Air Force fighter pilots Jake Giard and Sandra Fitzpatrick join a
decades-old secret project to integrate today's Earth into a galactic government. But when a galactic civil war spills onto
our shores, plunging the planet into an otherworldly post-apocalyptic hell, can Jake and Sandy save humanity from
extinction? Following the apocalyptic events of Ambush, Jake must board and somehow control the advanced alien fleet of
huge ships before they start falling into the Atlantic. Yesterday, Captain Sandra Fitzpatrick learned she's pregnant. Then she
helped save the world. Now, she must keep her condition a secret (even from Jake, the father to be). The remnants of
humanity need Sandy and her cobbled together band of warriors to somehow master the alien technology. If Jake and
Sandy prevail, and if Earth's ravaged militaries can unite, can they adapt now outdated tactics to the limitless battlefield of
space? And when dark galactic forces once again amass in our skies, can humanity make a stand? Scroll up and grab a
copy today.What the Critics are Saying KirkusReviews.com: "Cole tackles the first-contact scenario with bombastic flair.
[He] delivers the high-resolution imagery of a Hollywood blockbuster A technologically riveting dream for sci-fi action fans."
Liquid Frost-Amazon TOP 500 REVIEWER: "Retribution hits the ground with destruction; ends with destruction, with
destruction in-between. So yes, it is a heartwarming tale full of rainbows and kittens." AudiobookReviewer.com: "SECTOR 64
was a highly imaginative action-packed apocalyptic assault on your mind." IndieReader.com: "SECTOR 64 is an engaging
book from the very first page to the final words of the Epilogue." Audiobook-Heaven.com: "His descriptions of aerial battle
and military procedure are accurately detailed and his knowledge of the aircraft themselves fascinated me Sector 64 is a
great read." Scroll up and grab a copy today.

The War of the Worlds
Who is Wind-Gone-Mad? He is an ace pilot, a fearless fighter, and the ultimate defender of a war-torn China. But he is an
enigma, a man in disguise, his true identity shrouded in mystery. And he faces one ruthless nemesis above all a man known
simply as “The Butcher.” The epic battle has been set into motion by Jim Dahlgren—an American executive with the
Amalgamated Aeronautical Company. He is determined to give China a fighting chance against The Butcher and against the
Western diplomats whose sole interest in the country is to profit from its internal strife. China’s only chance, Dahlgren
realizes, is the legendary Wind-Gone-Mad. To The Butcher, China is a side of beef to carve up and serve at his pleasure. But
when Wind-Gone-Mad flies into the action, it may well be The Butcher who ends up being dead meat. Ultimately, the only
thing more thrilling than the mystery man’s fighting spirit is the true nature of his identity. Also includes the Asian
adventures, “Tah,” the tragic story of a twelve-year-old boy betrayed by his father and by his life; and “Yellow Loot,” in
which the pursuit of a priceless stash of ancient amber leads to a heart-stopping chase on the Great Wall of China.

The Collected Short Stories of Louis L'Amour, Volume 6
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Alien fighters bombard Earth's ruins. Cannibalistic aerobics instructors hunt the wastes. The last free survivors struggle
against starvation and enslavement. It's become a world where friendship costs too dearly and heroics verge on suicide.
One young man can't resist either until a fed-up AI steals him off the planet. Alone with only a sarcastic, broken-down
starship, he braves a whole new verse full of strange new enemies and tech he barely understands. Help and harm beset
him from identical faces, forcing Earth's last free scion to decide who he is, what he holds dear and just how far he'll go to
protect both. The right choices could save Earth. The wrong ones could cost galaxies

Retribution
Boldly Go Where No Parent Has Gone Before! Here are 500 out-of-this-world baby names from classic science-fiction
movies, books, and television shows. Choose James to honor the captain of the starship Enterprise. Choose Leia or Leah to
salute the sister of Luke Skywalker. Choose Neo to celebrate the ultra-cool messiah from The Matrix. Hardcore fans can go
even further with exotic names such as Barbarella, Beldar, Jor-El, and Tron (just don’t send us the therapy bills). Arranged
by category for quick reference—with chapters such as Power Names, Feminine Names, and Intellectual Names—Sci-Fi
Baby Names is a terrific gift for expecting parents and a wonderful roll call of our favorite science fiction characters.

Sci-Fi Baby Names
They don’t call him Caution Jones for nothing. An ace pilot, ever since his barnstorming father was killed in an air stunt,
Jones has stuck strictly to business—as the no-nonsense general manager of Trans-Continental Airlines. But he’s about to
find that, sometimes, if you want to get anywhere, you have to throw caution to the wind. The race is on for a monster
contract: the US Postal Service. But to get it, Trans-Continental will have to circle the globe and beat its top competitor to
the prize. And there’s only one pilot with the skill to do it: Caution Jones. He’ll have to dust off his wings and soar to heights
even his father never dreamed of. The wild blue yonder has never been wilder as Jones discovers that the competition will
go to any length to bring his plane down. But an even greater challenge sits in his own cockpit—his co-pilot. She’s blonde,
she’s brazen, and she just might get Caution Jones to take the biggest risk of all. Includes the aviation adventure
“Boomerang Bomber,” in which a former US Army officer undertakes a mission for the Chinese only to end up in the
crosshairs of Japan's Imperial military. In a world of double- and triple-crosses, this is one conflict that can only be settled in
battle in the sky. Stow your bags, secure your food trays, and prepare for take-off as The Sky-Crasher puts you on the edge
of your seat. “Wild adventure.” —The Midwest Book Review

Forging Zero
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The fantastic Mission Earth saga continues with Black Genesis, as the aliens implement their insidious plan to infiltrate Earth
society. Every volume of the Mission Earth series has been a New York Times bestseller and a Literary Guild Alternate
Selection. Get in on the profits b y cashing in on Mission Earth-Mania!

Death Quest
A man tries to reach the present after being accidentally sent into prehistory by a time machine. On the way back he visits
the Mayan Indians and even considers sticking around as a god.

Uncle John's Bathroom Reader Plunges Into Hollywood
The Dark Between the Stars is space opera on a grand scale. Twenty years after the elemental conflict that nearly tore
apart the cosmos in The Saga of Seven Suns, a new threat emerges from the darkness, and the human race must set aside
its own inner conflicts to rebuild their alliance with the Ildiran Empire for the survival of the galaxy. Praise for THE SAGA OF
THE SEVEN SUNS: 'Sure-footed, suspenseful and tragic an exhilarating experience' Locus 'Space opera at its most
entertaining' Starlog 'THE SAGA OF THE SEVEN SUNS is worthy of mention in the same breath as Asimov's Foundation
series and Hamilton's Nightdawn trilogy. This is science fiction on the grandest of scales, a modern classic' The Alien Online
'A realm of wondrous possibilities A fascinating series' Brian Herbert 'A space opera to rival the best the field has ever seen'
SF Chronicle

Valentine's Exile
Once upon a time, science fiction was only in the future. It was the stuff of drive-ins and cheap double-bills. Then, with the
ever-increasing rush of new, society-altering technologies, science fiction pushed its way to the present, and it busted out
of the genre ghetto of science fiction and barged its way into the mainstream. What used to be mere fantasy (trips to the
moon? Wristwatch radios? Supercomputers capable of learning?) are now everyday reality. Whether nostalgic for the future
or fast-forwarding to the present, The Sci-Fi Movie Guide: The Universe of Film from Alien to Zardoz covers the broad and
widening range of science-fiction movies. From the trashy to the epic, from the classics to today's blockbusters, this
cinefile’s guidebook reviews nearly 1,000 of the biggest, baddest, and brightest from every age and genre of cinematic and
TV science fiction. You’ll find more than just Star Wars, Star Trek, and Transformers, with reviews on many overlooked and
under-appreciated gems and genres, such as • Monsters! Pacific Rim, Godzilla, The Thing, Creature from the Black Lagoon •
Superheroes: Thor, Iron Man, X-Men, The Amazing Spider-man, Superman • Avant-garde masterpieces: Solaris, 2001, Brazil
• and many, many more categories and movies!!
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